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• Firm ESG profiles can:

– Attract more or higher paying customers (Baron)

– Increase employee productivity (Baron, Benabou & 
Tirole)

– Decrease firm risk (Albuquerque et al)

– Reduce litigation risk (Eccles, Ioannou, and Serafeim)

– Help managers avoid myopic decisions 

• Benabou and Tirole (2010)

Institutional investors may prefer firms w/ better 
Environmental, Social and Governance profiles?



Long term horizons

• Over the long-term, ESG issues - ranging from climate 
change to diversity to board effectiveness - have real and 
quantifiable financial impacts. - Larry Fink, CEO, 
Blackrock

• Bolton, Scheinkman, and Xiong: Model short-term 
investors can encourage managers to boost short-term 
earnings, even at the expense of long-term value

• Froot, Perold and Stein: Short-term investors may learn 
more from day-to-day trading and know less about long-
term projects



Hypotheses tested

• Is there a relation between investor horizon and a 
firm's ESG profile?

– Investors with longer horizons may prefer higher 
ESG firms because ESG may be associated with 
long-term value

– Shorter term investors may believe that ESG 
policies sacrifice earnings in the near term

• Do investors show more patience toward higher ESG 
firms?



Major findings

• Fund level: Longer term investors weight their portfolios 
towards high ESG firms (relative to short term investors)

• Firm level: High ESG firms have higher proportions of 
longer-term investors

• Investor patience: Within their portfolios, investors are 
less likely to sell a high ESG firm rather than a low ESG 
firm after that firm misses earnings or has poor stock 
returns



Sample and ESG Measures

• Samples of institutional investors for 2000-2014

– Mutual funds (actively managed) (3,367 funds)

– Institutional investor aggregate holdings from 13F 
filings (5,955 investors)

• Measures of firms’ ESG profiles

– MSCI ESG (KLD) scores

– Inclusion in FTSE4Good USA Index



Portfolio level: Holdings ESG-Score and 
Investment horizon

• Measures of Investment Horizon 
– CRSP Reported Portfolio turnover: Percentage of portfolio 

bought and sold over a  year

– Holdings Calculated Churn ratio: measures how frequently 
mutual funds or other institutional investors rotate their 
portfolio positions

where Pjt and Njit represent the price and the number of shares, respectively, 
of company j held by investor i at quarter t

– Bushee measure (13F Institutions): Transient, Dedicated or 
Quasi-Indexer



Portfolio-level view: 
ESG and investor horizon

Mutual Funds 13F Institutions 



Relationship between portfolio ESG scores and investor horizons



Firm level: Firm ESG-Score and Institutional Shareholder Base



• FTSE4GOOD Reconstruction - equals 1 for firm-years 
in which a firm is added or subtracted to the index 
for "GOOD" related instances (not size or industry)

• D(Long-term Investors) are institutions with bottom 
30 percentile churn ratios

• For firms included or excluded to the index, we 
compare two quarters before the event to two 
quarters after and interact D(Long-term Investors)

FTSE4Good U.S. Index rebalances



Shock to firms’ ESG standing



Shock to firms’ ESG standing



Trading Behavior

• A common critique is that investors can be myopic 
and chase returns and earnings in the short-term. 

• Does a firm's ESG prole impact this dynamic?

• Institutions within their own portfolios may be more 
patient with high ESG firms

– Reaction to Past Stock Returns

– Reaction to Earnings (Growth and Misses)

Dummy(Sell)I,j,t = αi,t + β1ExcessReturnj,t +  β2ESGj,t*ExcessReturnj,t + γXj,t + εi,j,t



Investor selling on past returns



Investor selling on earnings shortfalls



Fund trading and earnings shortfalls: 
Before and after FTSE4GOOD USA Index change



Conclusions and implications

• If companies would like to attract longer-term 
investors, one way they could do so is by improving 
their ESG profiles.

• Since having a longer-term oriented shareholder 
base is often claimed to be desirable, companies may 
have strong incentives to do “good" to have the 
“right" investors. 


